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Abstract
Drilled shafts are often used as deep foundations for many structures and buildings due to
their high axial and lateral resistance bearing capacity. For example, many highway bridges
are built on drilled shafts foundations. This paper focuses on a calibration of resistance
factors based on the statistical data of 18 conventional top-down compression load tests with
drilled shafts embedded in sands from National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP) Project 24-17 sponsored by FHWA (Federal Highway Administration). The
drilled shafts field test data were used to determine the actual measured total resistance
while the in-situ soil properties from Standard Penetration Test (SPT) tests correlated with
knowledge-based uncertainty (correction factors in American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) [1] (2007) and Liao & Whitman [18] (1986)) and
dimensions of drilled shafts were used to calculate the predicted total resistance using the
SHAFT program which is consistent with the FHWA (1999) method [10]. To further
consider the knowledge and data-based uncertainty due to the fact that available data are
“incomplete” and inevitably contains variability, a Monte Carlo simulation method was
selected to perform calibration. Based on the normally distributed loads and log-normally
distributed resistance bias from the test data, the resistance factors for Strength I limit state
were determined at a target reliability index of 3.0 and the obtained results are compared
with those reported in literature.
Introduction
Drilled shafts are often used as deep foundations for many structures and buildings due to
their high axial and lateral resistance bearing capacity. For example, many highway bridges
are built on drilled shafts foundations. As a more rational approach to consider uncertainty
in design, load and resistance factor design (LRFD) has increasingly been used and become
a mandatory design for all state DOT (Department of Transportation) and FHWA funded
bridge projects since 2007. LRFD needs to maintain a compatible reliability index β in each
component of a foundation, substructure or superstructure. To achieve this goal, the
resistance factors are required to be updated and calibrated with an adequate number of
good-quality test data for each design method (Liang and Nowari [15], 2000; Allen et al. [2],
2005; Yang and Liang [27], 2007; Yang et al. [28], 2008; Liang and Li [16], 2009). The
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resistance factor calibration is demanded since high quality test data are often not available
in geotechnical engineering. Thus many researchers choose to calibrate resistance factors by
fitting LRFD to ASD (Allowable Stress Design) to maintain a consistent level of reliability
with the past practice. The early work by Barker et al. [7] (1991) is one of the examples. The
LRFD bridge design specifications based on American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) [1] (2007) provide resistance factors for design of
drilled shafts under axial loads. In fact, in AASHTO (2007), a significant number of
resistance factors in the foundation design are selected based on the calibration with ASD.
In addition, to improve the implementation of the LRFD and achieve compatible reliability
with the superstructure design, the efforts to calibrate resistance factors based on actual field
load test data are in a great demand.
Uncertainties are unavoidable in the analysis and design of engineering systems.
Traditionally, engineers have to deal with significant uncertainties through conservative
assumptions and apply safety factors to cover the effects of the underlying uncertainties [3,
4]. These assumptions and safety factors are invariably determined on the basis of
engineering judgments, therefore, the level of conservativeness is difficult to quantify. The
sources of uncertainty can be classified into two types: 1) aleatory type uncertainty
associated with natural randomness; and 2) epistemic type or knowledge-based uncertainty
associated with inaccuracies in our prediction and estimation of reality.
In the drilled shaft resistance factor calibration, available data are often incomplete or
insufficient; and invariably contain variability. First, this fact can result in the aleatory
uncertainty which is associated with randomness of drilled shaft calculated and measured
capacity from the collected data. Second, there is the epistemic or knowledge-based
uncertainty which is associated with the imperfect knowledge of the real world, for example,
the effects of different soil parameters correlated from the AASHTO and Liao & Whitman
correction factors [1, 18] for Standard Penetration Test (SPT) numbers. Again, aleatory
(data based) uncertainty is associated with the inherent variability of basic information,
which is part of the real world (within our ability to observe and describe, may not be
reduced or modified). On the other hand, the epistemic (knowledge-based) uncertainty is
associated with imperfect knowledge of the real world and may be reduced through
applications of better prediction models and/or improved experiments. Therefore, the
objective of this study is to develop the total resistance factors for axially loaded drilled
shafts in sand collected in the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP)
Project 24-17 and to investigate the knowledge-based uncertainty effects, in particular, the
statistical effects of the two most widely used SPT number correction factors in AASHTO
and Liao & Whitman methods [1, 18], respectively, on the final drilled shaft calibrated total
resistance factors.
The total resistance of an axially loaded drilled shaft consists of skin resistance and tip
resistance. The recommended design methods for these two components by AASHTO and
FHWA are based on O’Neill and Reese (1999) study in [10]. From traditional top-down
load tests, it is difficult to separate tip and skin resistance from the measured total resistance.
In this study, the FHWA (1999) method based on O’Neill and Reese’s (1999) and load test
data are used for the calibration of the total resistance factors for drilled shafts in sand soils.
Since there are no available measured skin and tip resistance of drilled shafts in the
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database, therefore, in the present study, only the total resistance factors are calibrated for
drilled shafts in sands based on 18 valid drilled shaft datasets.
Conventional Top-Down Load Tests
The conventional top-down load test simulates more realistically the actual loading
conditions from superstructures for drilled shaft foundations which measure axial load
versus settlement. In this study, data from 18 loaded drilled shafts in sands were collected
from NCHRP drilled shaft database. The load corresponding to a settlement at 5% of the
shaft diameter (“0.05B”) or plunging load was defined as the nominal capacity, which is
recommended by O’Neill and Reese [10]. The selection of this criterion was based on the
previous study by Paikowsky [22] for the LRFD calibration consistency. Statistical analysis
showed that the FHWA’s “0.05B” method produced the closest and most consistent
capacities with the mean value of the capacities, which has been further confirmed and used
by Zhang et al. [30]. The FHWA drilled shaft database contains 261 conventional top-down
statically loaded tests. Among them, the data for18 drilled shafts in sands of the
conventional statically top-down tests’ failure load with strictly exhibiting FHWA failure
load criterion [10] have been collected for the resistance factors calibration in this particular
study reported in this paper.
FHWA Design Method
The FHWA design method [9] for cohesive, cohesionless soils, and weak rock geomaterials
was based on the work by O’Neill and Reese [10] assuming smooth rock sockets surface
with closed joints (see [25]). In [22], Paikowsky study for LRFD is also partly based on
FHWA method, where the rough sockets were assumed. The assumption of smooth surface
is more commonly used in practice and expected to yield a lower predicted load capacity of
drilled shafts. Some drilled shaft data collected in this study were for sandy granular soil
with less than 50 blow count/foot and weak rock having a wider range of unconfined
compressive strengths than those for IGMs (0.5MPa to 5MPa) defined in [10]. The methods
for calculating skin, tip and total resistance in cohesionless soils are documented in [9, 10].
In this study, the following conditions were met or assumed: (a) the geomaterials are sands,
and (b) concrete had slump of 152.4 mm (127 ~ 229 mm or 5~9 inches) recommended from
SHAFT) and sand unit weight of 18.86 kN/m3 (120 lb/ft3) if no information was available.
According to AASHTO (2007) and Das and Sobhan [6], the knowledge-based uncertainty
effects, in particular, the two most widely used SPT number correction factors, in AASHTO
and Liao & Whitman methods [1, 18], are listed in the following Table 1. Das and Sobhan
compared the different correction factors proposed by Liao & Whitman (1986), Skempton
(1996), Seed et al. (1975), AASHTO, Peck et al. (1974) and Bazarra (1967); and concluded
that Liao & Whitman method is better to be used for all calculations. In this paper, we limit
and focus our investigation on the epistemic or knowledge based uncertainty effects using
Liao & Whitman (1986) and AASHTO correction factors, CN, for SPT number and soil
internal friction angle in the resistance factors calibration study.
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TABLE 1. Liao & Whitman [18] (1986) and AASHTO [1] Correction Factors, CN, for SPT
Number.
CN, Correction
CN ( σ' in ksf)
Factor, Methods
Liao & Whitman
2000
σ'
(1986) [18]
 40 
AASHTO (2007)


σ 
0.77
log
10
[1], Peck et al.
(1974) [23]
'

CN ( σ' in US ton/ft2)
1
σ'

CN ( σ' in kN/m2, or kPa)
9.78

1

σ
 20 
 ' 

'

 1912 


'


0.77 log 10 σ  , σ ' ≥ 0.25 tsf 0.77 log 10 σ

, σ ' ≥ 25 kPa

As shown in Table 1, σ ' is the current overburden effective stress while the correction
factor, CN, comes from: Liao & Whitman (1986) method [18], and AASHTO (2007) method
[1] based on the work by Peck et al. [23] (1974). Some epistemic (knowledge-based)
uncertainty associated with imperfect knowledge of the real world is considered, for
example, correction factors, CN, may involve some epistemic (knowledge-based)
uncertainty.
The soil internal friction angle, φ (or PHT as shown in Table 3) for computing the predicted
capacity has correlation with SPT number according to Peck, Hanson and Thornburn [23]
(1974) as shown in the following equation (1):
φ ≈ 54 − 27.6034e(−0.014N ')
(1)
The calibrated soil internal friction angle, φ (or PHT), will be used in the SHAFT program
[9] (Reese et al., 2001) for evaluating the predicted bearing capacity which is consistent
with the FHWA (1999) design method [10]. Notice that the SHAFT program has been
developed based on the drilled shaft FHWA design methodology.
Summary of Resistance and Bias Statistics
The FHWA database contains drilled shaft dimensions and different construction methods.
In addition, in-situ soil profiles, elevation, soil descriptions and parameters are also available
for calculating the nominal total resistance via predicted skin and tip resistance. The shaftsoil profiles and parameters, which are required for obtaining the predicted capacity using
the FHWA method via the SHAFT program, were employed for calculating predicted skin,
tip and total resistance. The actually measured total resistance versus settlement can be
obtained and graphically interpreted. The statistical information for the drilled shafts
measured (interpreted) resistance, and calculated (predicted) resistance is summarized in
Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Measured and predicted unit resistance parameters of drilled shafts in sand
Unit
Resistance
KPa (tsf)

Measured

Predicted with two different correction factors, CN.
AASHTO, Peck et al.(1974) Liao & Whitman (1986)

µ UR

265(2.77)
135(1.41)
0.51(0.51)

144 (1.50)
67 (0.704)
0.47 (0.468)

σ UR
COVUR

142 (1.48)
66 (0.692)
0.47 (0.467)

In Table 2, µUR is the mean of the 18 drilled shafts unit resistance; σUR is the standard
deviation of unit shaft resistance; COVUR is the coefficient of variation of unit
resistance of drilled shafts installed in sand soils.
Table 3 below lists the reference that summaries the 18 load test cases. Table 4 summarizes
the bias parameters used for resistance factor calibration via a Monte Carlo simulation
method.
TABLE 3. Summary of 18 load test cases (including shafts diameter, embedded length,
dominant type of sandy soil, method of installation, measured load at displacement of
0.05 diameter B, predicted failure load from SHAFT, and bias factor defined as ratio of
actually measured capacity over predicted capacity)
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Calibration of Drilled Shaft Total Resistance Factor
Although many reliability analysis methods are available to conduct the calibration, two of
them have gained the most widely acceptance: the first order reliability method (Hasofer
and Lind [13], 1974; Ellingwood et al.[8], 1980; Phoon et al. [24], 1995; Yang [28], 2006)
and the Monte Carlo method (Allen et al.[2], 2005; Roberts [26], 2006). In this paper, the
Monte Carlo method was adopted. The calibration in this study followed the recommended
procedures in [2].
In this study, only the Strength I limit state was considered and the limit state function was
selected as:
(2)
g = φR - γ LLLL − γ DL DL
where g is the safety margin, φ is the resistance factor, R is the nominal resistance, γ LL
and γ DL are the live load and dead factors while LL and DL are the nominal live and dead
loads. The same parameters used by Paikowsky [22] were adopted in this study as shown in
Table 4. Both live and dead loads were assumed to be normally distributed. This assumption
is consistent with Nowak’s study [19] (1995).
Top-down loaded drilled shaft bias from AASHTO, Liao and
Whitman
4
3.5
Magnitudes of bias

Bias from AASHTO
3

Bias from Liao & Whitman

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1

2
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5
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FIG. 1. Histogram of the bias of total resistance.
Note that bias λ is calculated by dividing the measured nominal resistance from the topdown load test data by the corresponding predicted value using SHAFT 5.0. Statistical
analysis on the bias λ values was then performed as shown in Figure 1 and listed in Table 4.
TABLE 4. Bias lognormal distribution parameters used for the Monte Carlo
simulation for resistance factors calibration

Bias
λ
Statistics

AASHTO (18 Cases)
total and unit “Fit to tail ” 10
resistance
total and unit
lognormal
resistance bias of
distribution
sand

Liao & Whitman (18 Cases)
total and unit
“Fit to tail ” 10 total
resistance
and unit resistance
lognormal
bias of sand
distribution
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µλ R

σλ R
COVλ R

φ

1.984
0.916
0.462
0.45

1.294
0.398
0.308
0.50(0.47)

2.003
0.912
0.456
0.45

1.312
0.392
0.298
0.50 (0.48)

Figures 1 and 2 show the histogram and cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves of
the bias values of the total resistance ranging from 0.72 to 3.73. Based on the current and
previous study (Li and Liang [17], 2008; Yang et al. [29], 2008; Allen [2], 2005), the bias
was assumed to follow the lognormal distribution. Note that the mean values and the
standard deviation values in Figures 1 and 2 can be used in the calibration for engineering
conservativeness. Furthermore, the bias mean value µλ and the bias standard deviation σλ in
Table 4 can be determined following a “fit to tail” strategy recommended in [2]. Detailed
procedures to develop the standard normal variables z and the CDF plots can be found in
Transportation Research Circular E-C079 (Allen et al. [2], 2005). The “best fit” lognormal
distribution parameters used in the calibration were summarized in Tables 4.
CDF PLOT
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0
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Top-down Loaded Drilled Shaft Total Resistance Bias
(Measured/Predicted)

FIG. 2. CDF plot of the bias of total resistance.
Prior to the Monte Carlo simulation, a target reliability index β T of 3.0 (approximately
corresponds to the probability of failure Pf = 0.001) and a ratio of dead load over live load
(say DL / LL = 2.0) are selected. The variation of DL/LL does not appear to influence the
calibrated resistance factors (see [2]). It is easy to appreciate that depending on the different
methods of predicting the resistance, there will be considerable uncertainty related to the
analysis method especially when the soil profile properties are not accurately available. To
consider and implement the uncertainty into the reliability-based LRFD design, the Monte
Carlo simulation method therefore can be employed to investigate the uncertainty effects on
resistance factors for the total, unit resistance and ultimately the drilled shaft load and
resistance factors calibration. Additional information on Monte Carlo simulation details and
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its applications are available in [3, 4]. For the Monte Carlo simulation and calibration of
resistance factors, an MATLAB program was written for the reliability analysis based on
actual measured drilled shaft static load test results and predicted nominal resistance. The
statistical information of load components for calibration is listed in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Statistics and load factors (Paikowsky et al. [22], 2004)
Load Type
Dead load
Live load

Bias
λDL = 1.05
λLL = 1.15

Coefficient of Variation
COVDL = 0.1
COVLL = 0.2

Load Factor Used
= 1.25
γ
= 1.75
γ
DL

LL

The required number of Monte Carlo trials is based upon the need for achieving a particular
level of reliability (Harr [12], 1996; Baecher and Christian [5], 2003). The number of Monte
Carlo trials required for a confidence level of 90% is approximately 4500 (Harr 12], 1996).
For the results reported in this paper, a Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 trials was
conducted. The mathematical expressions of the functions are complicated and omitted here.
Details of the functions and calibration procedures can be found in the Circular E-C079
(Allen et al. [2], 2005). If the calculated β value is different from the target reliability index,
β T , the trial resistance factor must be changed and iterations must continue until β = β T . The
corresponding resistance factors calibrated from this procedure are achieved.
Results of Total Resistance Factors Calibrated for Drilled Shafts LOAD TESTS
The total resistance factors calibrated from the load test data were summarized in Table 6.
The knowledge-based uncertainty of SPT correction factor’s effects from AASHTO (2007)
and Liao & Whitman (1986) appear to be negligible because each calibrated total resistance
factor is rounded up to 0.50. In comparison with the current total resistance factor of φ =
0.55 in cohesionless soils in AASHTO [1] (2007), the total resistance factors obtained in this
investigation generally agree with the recommended resistance factor (0.55) reported by
Paikowsky [22] (2004) and AASHTO (2007), but on the conservative side. It should be
mentioned that resistance factor calibrated in AASHTO (2007) based on Paikowsky (2004)
work was partly based on FHWA [9] (1988) while the current study is based on the FHWA
[10] (1999) method via the SHAFT program [25]. The slight differences in the calibrated
total resistance factors may partly be due to the calibration via the FHWA (1999) method
instead of FHWA (1988).
TABLE 6. Comparison of calibrated total resistance factors for drilled shafts
Current study β T = 3.0
Based on AASHTO, SPT CN
Based on Liao & Whitman, SPT CN
Paikowsky (2004) and AASHTO (2007)

φ calibrated by fit to tail
0.50 (0.47) in sand
0.50 (0.48) in sand
0.55 in cohesionless soils
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CONCLUSIONS
The average resistance factors in consideration of epistemic or knowledge-based uncertainty
effects, namely the two most widely SPT correction factors [AASHTO (2007) and Liao &
Whitman (1986)] have been calibrated and rounded up to 0.50 for recommendation for
drilled shafts design through the 18 cases study. The calibrated resistor factors using the
knowledge-based uncertainty via the SHAFT program are very close to the calibrated
resistance factor proposed in ASSHTO (2007). The slight difference in the calibrated
resistance factors summarized in Table 6 may be due to the fact that current calibration is
based on FHWA (1999) method instead of FHWA (1988) method. Future work will include
using the methods recommended by Brown, Turner, and Castelli (2010), and FHWA (2010)
[11]. Future work will also verify any further change in the resistance factors which are
calibrated according to the latest FHWA (2010) method.
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